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The equity markets experienced higher anxiety last month. The S&P 500

Index weakened by approximately 4 percent. Among the sectors, best

performed the utilities sector (+0.5 percent), the materials sector (-0.5

percent) and the industrial sector (-2.3 percent) in the previous month.

On the contrary, the following sectors failed to perform: the energy sector

(-17.8 percent), the communications sector (-6.5 percent), and the

technological sector (-5.25 percent). Market corrections were also

caused by actions of retail investors who had driven the prices of Apple

and Tesla shares to dizzying heights after their split, which later caused a

decline in the technology sector.

Chart: Tesla shares price curve from 31.12.2019 to 01.10.2020

Source: Bloomberg

Yet another reason for the entire equity markets correction was caused

by reports by AstraZeneca to the effect that one of the volunteers tested

on their vaccine had shown side effects in the third phase of tests; as a

result, the company decided to postpone manufacturing of the vaccine.

The last straw that failed to support the markets came from the FED that

plans to keep the benchmark interest rate at technical zero (0-0.25

percent) also in the course of 2023. What is not clear though is whether

the FED will also affect bond buyouts as well as the longer end of the

yield curve, which has also introduced uncertainty among investors .

Leading macroeconomic indicators remain favourable. For example, the

American Manufacturing and Services Purchasing Managers’ Index (the

ISM Index) has firmly settled above the 50 mark, an indicator of

economic growth in the U.S.A .
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Yet another factor, which is going to influence the equity markets, will be the upcoming season of

publication of corporate results for the third quarter of 2020 in the U.S.A. Here, an aggregated drop in

profits by approximately -22 percent, y/y, is expected in the third quarter. However, the year 2021

should already see increased profits.

Chart: Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (the ISM Index), period 10/2015 – 09/2020

Source: Bloomberg

The envisaged S&P 500 Index P/E of 21.7 for the coming 12 months exceeds its five-year average of

17.1 (Source: FactSet). On the other hand, returns on the ten-year U.S. sovereign bond continue to

fluctuate around 0.70 percent, which also supports the equity markets. The risk premium based on

earnings expectations for the next year is only slightly higher than its average over the past 5 years,

which indicates that equities are not expensive at current levels.

However, markets face the risk that the Democratic candidate may win the U.S. presidential election,

with the resulting possible increase in corporate taxes. The U.S. elections will be taking place at the

beginning of November 2020.

Yet another risk for the equity markets and corporate bonds markets is represented by the second

wave of the Corona virus pandemic and the continuing commercial disruption between the U.S.A.

and China. Therefore, we tend to expect higher financial markets volatility in the coming period.

We keep the portfolios slightly overweighed in equities. As regards regional priorities, we have

continued to trust American shares, while trying to identify in a selective manner opportunities also

among European equities and equities from emerging markets. As far as investment funds are

concerned, we were taking advantage of higher market volatility throughout the month and entered

certain positions at better prices. Thus, investments have been made, for example, into equities in

Microsoft and Netflix; as regards Microsoft, we have repurchased its equities following their sales for

profit at the end of August 2020. We have also purchased certain specific sectors: let us mention, for

example, American technologies and European health sector. Regarding regional transfers, we have

realised, for example, sales of Asian shares accompanied by concurrent purchases of shares in

European technology companies. We have repeatedly traded in both directions in gold or in other

instruments, partially copying the volatility of the U.S. stock market. Looking at the bond components,

we have rather purchased short-term and medium-term bonds, prevailingly denominated in U.S.

dollars, with complementary trading also in EUR. We have also invested in U.S. sovereign bonds,

whose nominal values and interest payments change along with inflation .

For the Asset Management Team
Mr Michal Ondruška
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Summary of Investment Strategies:

Tactical Allocation
Equity overweighed in portfolios

Current 3M outlook

Min Max Min Max

Interest Rate Risk
Average bond maturities (Duration)

Current 3M outlook

Min Max Min Max

Credit Risk
Portions of, e.g., corporate bonds

Current 3M outlook

Min Max Min Max

Currency Risk
Unsecured positions in foreign currencies

Current 3M outlook

Min Max Min Max

Source: Raiffeisenbank, a.s., Asset Management, data valid as of 1 Oct. 2020
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NOTICE
All opinions, information, and any other facts and figures contained in the present document are

solely for reference purposes, not binding, and they represent the opinions of Raiffeisenbank a.s.

(“RB”). Information and figures related to movements recorded in capital markets and presented in

connection with the provision of client asset management services and contained in the present

document, have been based on publicly available sources and on information or data published by

such rating agencies as Reuters, Bloomberg, FactSet, etc. The present document is not a

solicitation of purchase or sale of any financial assets or any other financial instruments. Prior to

adopting any investment decisions, it is the responsibility of each investor to perform a search of

detailed information about the envisaged investment or trade. RB shall not be liable for any

damage or lost profit caused to any third parties by making use of or relying on any information

and data contained in the present document. Raiffeisenbank a.s. wishes to point out that the

provision of client asset management services contains a number of risk factors, which may affect

either return on or loss of such investments. Investments do not represent bank deposits and they

are not insured under the Deposit Insurance Fund. The higher the expected yields, the higher the

potential risks. The duration of investments affects the level of risk. Yields also fluctuate due to

exchange rate fluctuations. The value of invested amounts and related yields may rise or fall, while

full return on the originally invested sum is not guaranteed. Past performance does not guarantee

future performances. Due to unforeseen fluctuations and developments on financial markets and

risks inherent in investment instruments, the investment goals pre-determined by clients need not

be achieved. Any yields from such investments shall be reduced by rewards paid to and expenses

incurred by Raiffeisenbank a.s., as agreed in the contractual documentation, and/or rewards and

fees listed in the Raiffeisenbank a.s. price-list. Taxation of the client’s assets always depends on

the client’s personal circumstances and it may change. Raiffeisenbank a.s. does not offer tax

advices and therefore any liabilities associated with the tax consequences of investing in bonds

remain in full up to the client. Investment services shall not be offered to clients defined as U.S.

persons.

Information about Raiffeisenbank a.s.

The document has been drafted by Raiffeisenbank a.s., with registered office at Hvězdova

1716/2b, Praha 4, Registration number (IČO): 49240901, incorporated in the Companies Register

administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, Section B, File no. 2051. Raiffeisenbank a.s. has

been supervised by the Czech National Bank.

This information has been valid as of 1 October 2020. This information may be modified in future

and RB shall not be required to inform any recipients of the present document about such

modifications.
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